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Report For SXIE Library National Webinar Organized On 6th July, 2020. 
“We need technology in every classroom and in every student and teacher’s hand, because it is the pen and paper of our time, 
and it is the lens through which we experience much of our world.” – David Warlick 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected educational systems worldwide, leading to the near-total closures of schools, 
universities and colleges. In response to this temporary closure of educational institutions the use of distance learning programs 
and open educational applications and platforms that schools and teachers can use to reach learners remotely and limit the 
disruption of education are being opted. 

At such times, keeping in mind that it is necessary for teachers and educators to be aware of technological tools that aid for 
online classrooms the Library committee of St. Xavier’s Institute of Education organized a National level Webinar on topic 
“Open Source Software for E- Content Development – OBS Studio” .  for Students, Teacher Trainees, Teachers, and Library 
Professionals. The Organising secretary  of the event was Mrs. Meena Suryavanshi of SXIE, Mumbai.  The objective of the 
webinar was to give the participants practical information about the working and usage of various functions of OBS studio. 

The webinar began by introduction and welcoming of the participants by Mrs. Meena followed by address by Principal Dr. 
Sossama Samuel. Thereafter an elaborate video tutorial was presented by Dr. Shantshree Sengupta explaining how Open 
Broadcaster Software (OBS) can be used for recording, live streaming and developing E-Contents in the form of Video 
Lectures using OBS. The speaker also highlighted how Adoption of E-Content in Libraries & Information Centres is a robust 
indicator of response to E-Learning in India. After the webinar queries from the participants were attended to through a 
Question and Answer session. Thereafter the Manager of SXIE Fr. Blaise S.J. shared thoughts on Online Education and 
Technology. The guest speakers Dr. K.N. Kandpal and Mr. Mangesh Ghodke shared their views regarding the theme of the 
webinar. The webinar was concluded with an official vote of thanks. Participation E-certificates were provided to the 
participants. The participants were also asked to fill a feedback form after the webinar. The webinar was conducted on the 
Zoom Meeting App and it was live-streamed on YouTube platform and attended by 900 participants from various parts of 
Country on 6th of July2020 from  4:20 p.m.-6.30.p.m.  

Feedback for National Webinar Received 
• Congratulations for the successful webinar God bless. 
• Detailed explaination. 
• Enriching session from the resource person, wise words from Father and the principle gave way to a new horizon. 
• Good informative session. Like the vast and detailed explanation.  
• Great speaker, learned new things. 
• It was a well conducted session 
• It was very helpful for teachers to motivate them to take up this OBS as a challenge and make it more interesting for 

students for whom this this is helpful.  
• It was very informative 
• It was well coordinated 
• Language skills of the resource person was excellent.  
• Learnt a lot. Excellent session. 
• More Experience from such trainings are required and got know the new application for OBS. 
• More hands on and activities related to the OBS should be included. 
• More interactive session. 
• Speaker explained very well. Interesting ideas were conveyed. 
• The abundant knowledge of experience shared by the presenter. 
• The areas covered was very much relevant. 
• The OBS was most enlightening and motivating, from the point of view of teaching, learning and resource 

distribution process. 
• The practical approach towards the OBS and information shared. 
• The Resource person's passion for his subject and some valuable insights she provided. 
• The session was good and helpful. 
• The session was really very fruitful. 
• The speaker emphasising on the topic very well. 
• Waiting for the next session to learn more. 
• Wonderful experience, would like to have more educational webinars like this. 

 
Library Committee Members Mr. Saheel, Ms. Alsona, Ms. Sarah, Ms. Nicole, given their valuable contribution in Compering, 
collating questions, Introduction of the Guests, Vote of thanks. Technical support is offered by Dr. Bijoy Thomas. This 
National level webinar also got guidance from Library Committee Staff members. Deep sense of gratitude is expressed by 
Mrs. Meena to Guest speaker & Special Guest, Management of S.X.I.E., Principal Madam, Participants  for being with us, in 
this journey of webinar & making grand success webinar. 
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